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  GR Case No. 224/2017 

DISTRICT: DIMA HASAO 

IN THE COURT OF S.D.J.M, HAFLONG, DIMA HASAO. 

   CASE NO: GR No. 224/2017  

U/S. 392/458/34 of IPC  

State of Assam 

       V/S 

1. Sri Moton Langthasa & 

2. Sri Monjit Johari  

 

PRESENT:    Jafar Md. Azizul Karim Tapadar, AJS 

    Wednesday, the 21st day of August 2019 

APPEARANCE: 

For the State:    Ld. APP  

For the Accused:   Ld. Advocate Sangeeta Kemprai & Jaujit Thaosen.  

Date of Evidence: 06/08/2018, 18/09/2018, 12/11/2018, 30/01/2019, 

25/03/2019 & 12/07/2019  

Date of Argument:   09/08/2019 

Date of Judgement:  21/08/2019 

 

     JUDGEMENT 

1. The FIR has been lodged by informant Samapta Roy on 26/12/2017 

before the Officer In-Charge Langting PS stating inter-alia that as per 

telephonic conversation on 24/12/2017 about 9 AM by station master of 

Dihakho Railway Station, one Allah Rudal Singh under the staff of Senior 

Section Engineer Permanent way, Hill Lumding working as a trackman at 

Gang No. 10 (Dihakho) was physically assaulted by three unknown 

persons having arms with them, at his own Quarter at about 7.30 PM and 

fled away from quarter with his two mobile handset with existing 

following SIM nos. 9706696577 [Vodafone], 9401800485 [BSNL], 

8471944424 [Airtel] & 9132744969 [Aircel].  

Hence the case. 

 

2. On receipt of the FIR on 26/12/2017, case has been registered vide 

Langting Police Case No. 44/2017 dtd. 26/12/2017, U/S. 394 of IPC and 
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after completion of investigation, charge sheet no. 04/2018 dtd. 

28/02/2018 has been submitted U/S. 392/458/34 of IPC, against the 

accused persons Moton Langthasa, Monjit Johari & CCL Pranjoy Thaosen. 

 

3. During the proceeding of the case, accused persons Moton Langthasa & 

Monjit Johari have appeared before the court and relevant documents 

were furnished to him under section 207 of Cr.P.C. 

On perusing the materials available on record prima facie case U/S. 

392/458/34 of IPC has been found against the accused persons and 

accordingly formal charge has been framed against them under aforesaid 

section of law. 

Content of the charge has been read over and explained to the accused 

persons to which they pleaded not guilty and claimed to be tried. 

 

4. During trial prosecution has examined 10 witnesses viz. Allah Rudal Singh, 

the victim as PW.1, Krishna Rajbhor as PW.2, Pradip Kr. Choudhury as 

PW.3, Brojomon Johari as PW.4, Pradip Johari as PW.5, Samapta Roy, the 

informant as PW.6, Goponjoy Thaosen as PW.7, Rinjen Langthasa as 

PW.8, Arup Chersa as PW.9 & ASI L. Bishuk Singha, the IO as PW.10 and 

submitted documents viz. Exhibit.1, the seizure list, Ext.2 is the FIR, Ext.3 

and Ext.4, the seizure lists. 

The statement of defence of accused persons U/S. 313 CrPC have been 

recorded on the basis of the evidence on record. Defence story is of 

complete denial. 

The defence side did not adduce evidence or submitted any documents. 

POINTS FOR DETERMINATION 

5. Whether accused persons Moton Langthasa & Monjit Johari along with 

another in furtherance of their common intention on 24/12/17 at about 

7:30 PM night criminally trespassed into the Quarter of Allah Rudal Singh 

having made preparation and physically assaulted him and committed 

robbery by forcibly taking his 2 mobile handset and thereby committed an 

offence punishable U/S. 392/458/34 of IPC?  

 

6. I have heard arguments of both sides and carefully examined the 

evidence on record and came to the conclusion as mentioned under. 

DISCUSSION on EVIDENCE, DECISION, and REASON THEREOF 

7. PW.1, Allah Rudal Singh during his examination in chief deposed that he 

doesn’t know the accused but knows the informant. 

That occurrence took place on 24/12/2017 at around 7.00-7.30 PM night. 

That at the time of occurrence he was at his quarter. 

That at that time some persons have knocked the door & he asked who it 

was. 
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That generally people of the nearby village also come to his quarter & 

hence he opened the door. 

That the 2 miscreants were covering their faces with cloth but only one 

has opened face. 

That they asked money from him. 

That he had given Rs. 20/- for charity. 

That the miscreants were possessing arms & pointing towards him 

dragged him inside the room. 

That the miscreants than took his two mobiles & started searching the 

room. 

That at that time suddenly he pushed apart the miscreants who has 

pointed gun towards him & run away through the open door towards the 

station raising alarm. 

That the nearby villagers, his staffs and labour heard his shouting & came 

there & all of them went back to his quarter. 

That on going back to the quarter he saw that those miscreants have 

already left the quarter. 

That he then reported the matter with his superior officer. 

That on the next morning police visited his quarter & also recorded his 

statement. 

That police later recovered his both mobile phones.  

  

During cross-examination PW.1 deposed that he couldn’t identify the 

miscreants. 

That at the time of informing his superior he didn’t give the details of his 

mobile. 

That he didn’t see from whom the police recovered the mobile phones. 

PW.1 denied the fact that police has not recovered his mobile phones. 

 

8. PW.2, Krishna Rajbhor, during his examination in chief deposed that he 

doesn’t know the accused but knows the informant. 

That occurrence took place about 5-6 months back at around 8.00-9.00 

PM night. 

That their quarter is about 300 meters from the Railway Station. 

That he ran to their quarter but found none. 

That he learnt from Allah Rudal that 3 miscreants came to his quarter & 

forcibly took away his mobile phone. 

That police recorded his statement. 

 

Defense side declined to cross-examine PW.2. 

  

9. PW.3, Prodip Kr. Choudhury, during his examination in chief deposed that 

he doesn’t know the accused but knows the informant. 

That occurrence took place about 5-6 months back at around 7.00 PM. 
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That at the time of occurrence he was at Railway Station talking with 

Station Master. 

That suddenly he heard hue & cry & one labour came there informing 

that some mis-happening has happened at the Quarter Area. 

That he then went there & from Allah Rudhal Singh learnt that 3 

miscreants came to his quarter & took away his mobile phones. 

That thereafter Rudal Singh informed the matter to the J.E. 

That on the next day police came to the PO & also recorded his 

statement. 

 

Defense side declined to cross-examine PW.3. 

 

10. PW.4, Brojomon Johori, during his examination in chief deposed that he 

knows the accused but doesn’t know the informant. 

That he doesn’t know anything about the occurrence. 

Ext.1 is the seizure list. 

Ext.1(1) is his signature. 

 

During cross-examination PW.4 deposed that police didn’t tell him in what 

respect they have taken his signature. 

That police didn’t show him any article while taking his signature. 

 

11. PW.5, Prodip Johori, during his examination in chief deposed that he 

knows the accused person but doesn’t know the informant. 

That he doesn’t know anything about the occurrence. 

Ext.1(2) is his signature. 

 

During cross-examination PW.5 deposed that he has put his signature at 

the police station when he accompanied his nephew accused Monjit to the 

police station. 

That he doesn’t know the content of Ext.1. 

That police took his signature as he accompanied the accused to the 

police station. 

 

12. PW.6, Samapta Roy, the informant during his examination in chief 

deposed that he doesn’t know the accused persons. 

That occurrence took place on a certain date in December 2017 at night 

time. 

That occurrence took place in Railway Quarter of Dihakho Railway 

Station. 

That on the night of occurrence one of their staff (Gangman) Rudhal 

Singh telephoned him informing that while he was sleeping in his quarter 

3 unknown people started knocking at his door repeatedly & when he 

opened the door, one of them pointed a gun towards him & demanded 

money from him. 
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That they forcibly entered his room & went towards the bed to collect the 

mobile phones & then fled away therefrom towards the Railway Station. 

That on the next morning he visited his quarter & asked details about the 

occurrence & at his request he lodged the FIR one day later. 

Ext.2 is the FIR. 

Ext.2(1) is his signature. 

 

During cross-examination PW.6 deposed that he was not present at the 

PO at the time of occurrence. 

That whatever he narrated that day it was on the basis of information 

learnt from Rudhal Singh. 

That he cannot say who were involved in this case. 

That he can’t say whether in the FIR he has mentioned the model of the 

mobile phones. 

That he can’t say whether accused present in the court that day are 

involved in this case or not. 

 

13. PW.7, Goponjoy Thaosen during his examination in chief deposed that he 

knows the accused person but doesn’t know the informant. 

That he doesn’t know anything about the occurrence. 

Ext.3 is the seizure list. 

Ext.3(1) is his signature. 

 

During cross-examination PW.7 deposed that he knows the accused 

persons being his co-villagers. 

That police took his signature on blank paper at the time of arresting 

accused persons. 

That police took his signature his signature at Maibang PS. 

That police didn’t tell what has been recovered from the accused person. 

 

14. PW.8, Rinjen Langthasa, during his examination in chief deposed that 

knows the accused Moton who is his younger brother. 

That he doesn’t know the informant. 

That he doesn’t know anything about the occurrence. 

Ext.3(2) is his signature. 

 

During cross-examination PW.8 deposed that he put his signature on a 

blank paper. 

That he put his signature at Maibang PS. 

That police didn’t tell him why they are taking his signature. 

 

15. PW.9, Arup Chersa during his examination in chief deposed that he 

doesn’t know the accused person as well as the informant. 

That he doesn’t know anything about the occurrence. 

Ext.4 is the seizure list. 
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Ext.4(1) is his signature. 

 

During cross-examination PW.9 deposed that he put his signature in the 

blank paper. 

That he doesn’t know why police took his signature. 

 

16. PW.10, ASI L. Bishuk Singha during his examination in chief deposed that 

on 24/12/2017 at around 7.30 PM at Dihako Railway Quarter three 

unknown persons came having faces covered at the Quarter of victim 

Allah Rudal Singh., 

That on getting the information by O/C Langting directed him & 

accordingly on next morning he alongwith staffs visited the PO. 

That he drew the sketch map PO, statement of victim & other witnesses 

were recorded. 

That thereafter FIR was lodged. 

That the case was endorsed in his name for investigation. 

That he deployed sources & after about 1 month one person is 

apprehended in connection to this case. 

That on interrogation name of another person was disclosed & he was 

also then apprehended. 

That thereafter another person was apprehended in connection to this 

case. 

That 2 nos. of mobile phone were recovered. 

That Smasung Mobile was recovered from Monjit Johori & one Micromax 

mobile was recovered from Moton Langthasa. 

That he recorded the statements of seizure witnesses. 

That he prepared the seizure list. 

Ext.1, 3 & 4 are the seizure list. 

Ext. 1(iii), 3(iii) & 4(ii) are his signature. 

That on completion of investigation he submitted the CS against the 

accused persons. 

 

During cross-examination PW.10 deposed that in the FIR only the SIM 

nos. have been mentioned. 

That no mobile model or IMEI nos. of the lost mobile are mentioned in 

the FIR. 

That he didn’t recover the FIR mentioned SIM cards from the seized 

mobile phones. 

That he didn’t get done the TIP in respect of the accused persons. 

PW.10 denied the fact that accused Monojit Johori appeared at the PS 

alongwith his guardian & then was arrested. 

PW.10 denied the fact that at the time of arrest of accused Monjit Johori, 

seized mobile was not recovered. 

PW.10 denied the fact that no mobile was recovered from accused Moton 

Langthasa. 
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PW.10 denied the fact that the mobile phones recovered were not those 

mobile which were taken away from the informant/victim. 

PW.10 denied the fact that accused persons were not involved in the 

instant incident. 

 

17. On careful scrutiny of the record it is observed that prosecution case as 

alleged in the FIR is that on 24/12/2017, one Allah Rudal Singh under the 

staff of Senior Section Engineer Permanent way, Hill Lumding working as 

a trackman at Gang No. 10 (Dihakho) was physically assaulted by three 

unknown persons having arms with them, at his own Quarter at about 

7.30 PM and fled away from quarter with his two mobile handset with 

existing following SIM nos. 9706696577 [Vodafone], 9401800485 [BSNL], 

8471944424 [Airtel] & 9132744969 [Aircel].  

 

At the time of trial 10 numbers of prosecution witnesses were 

examined including the IO. 

PW.4, PW.5, PW.7, PW.8 & PW.9 are not conversant with the 

facts of the case and are only the seizure witnesses. 

 

On going through the evidence on record it is found that PW.1 is 

the victim of this case.  

PW.1, the victim deposed that occurrence took place on 

24/12/2017 at around 7.00-7.30 PM night. At the time of 

occurrence he was at his quarter and at that time some persons 

have knocked the door & he asked who it was. Generally people 

of the nearby village also come to his quarter & hence he opened 

the door. The 2 miscreants were covering their faces with cloth 

but only one has opened face. They asked money from him and 

he had given Rs. 20/- for charity. The miscreants were 

possessing arms & pointing towards him dragged him inside the 

room. The miscreants than took his two mobiles & started 

searching the room and at that time suddenly he pushed apart 

the miscreants who has pointed gun towards him & run away 

through the open door towards the station raising alarm. The 

nearby villagers, his staffs and labour heard his shouting & came 

there & they went back to his quarter and on going back to the 

quarter he saw that those miscreants have already left the 

quarter. He then reported the matter with his superior officer. 

On the next morning police visited his quarter & also recorded 

his statement. Police later recovered his both mobile phones.  

PW.2, PW.3 & PW.6, the informant, all are reported witnesses 

among whom PW.2 & PW.3 arrived at the PO on hearing hue and 

cry and subsequently they learnt about the details of occurrence 

from the victim Allah Rudhal Singh. PW.6, the informant was 

informed by the victim over telephone, who on the subsequent 
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day of occurrence visited the PO and then on consultation with 

the Higher Authority lodged the FIR. None of the aforesaid PWs 

have either seen the occurrence or are acquainted with the 

recovery of mobile or about the persons involved in the case. 

 

PW.1 the victim deposed at the time of cross examination that 

he couldn’t identify the miscreants. He didn’t see from whom the 

police recovered the mobile phones. PW.6, the informant at the 

time of cross examination admitted that he was not present at 

the PO at the time of occurrence and whatever he narrated was 

on the basis of information learnt from Rudhal Singh. He cannot 

say who were involved in this case. He can’t say whether 

accused present in the court that day are involved in this case or 

not. 

The seizure witnesses viz. PW.4, PW.5, PW.7 & PW.8 at the time 

of cross examination deposed as mentioned hereinafter. PW.4 

deposed that police didn’t tell him in what respect they have taken his 

signature. Police didn’t show him any article while taking his signature. 

PW.5 deposed that he has put his signature at the police station when 

he accompanied his nephew accused Monjit to the police station. He 

doesn’t know the content of Ext.1. Police took his signature as he 

accompanied the accused to the police station. PW.7 deposed that 

police took his signature on blank paper at the time of arresting accused 

persons at Maibang PS. Police didn’t tell what has been recovered from 

the accused person. PW.8 deposed that he put his signature on a blank 

paper at Maibang PS. Police didn’t tell him why they are taking his 

signature. 

The incriminatory statements against the accused persons was 

made by the IO who deposed as PW.10. He deposed that he 

deployed sources & after about 1 month one person is 

apprehended in connection to this case. On interrogation name 

of another person was disclosed & he was also then 

apprehended. Thereafter another person was apprehended in 

connection to this case. That 2 nos. of mobile phone were 

recovered. Smasung Mobile was recovered from Monjit Johori & 

one Micromax mobile was recovered from Moton Langthasa. He 

recorded the statements of seizure witnesses. He prepared the 

seizure lists vide Exhibit.1 & Exhibit.3. However the seizure of 

mobile phones as mentioned in Exhibit.1 & Exhibit.3 have not 

been duly proved.   

 

Hence on the basis of the above discussion it is concluded that 

prosecution has failed to prove the guilt of the accused Moton 

Langthasa & Monjit Johari as alleged U/S. 392/458/34 of IPC 

beyond reasonable doubt.  
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18. Thus the accused Moton Langthasa & Monjit Johari are acquitted from the 

charges of offence punishable under section U/S. 392/458/34 of IPC and 

are set at liberty forthwith. 

 

Bail bond shall remain in force for next 6 months. 

 

Judgement is pronounced and delivered in open court, under my hand 

and seal of this Court on the 21st day of August, 2019. 

 

 

 (Dictated by) 

Jafar Md. Azizul Karim Tapadar 

S.D.J.M., Dima Hasao                 Jafar Md. Azizul Karim Tapadar 

                                                                Sub-Divisional Judicial Magistrate, Dima Hasao. 
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APPENDIX 

 

1. Witness for Prosecution 

1. PW.1, Allah Rudal Singh.  

2. PW.2, Krishna Rajbohr. 

3. PW.3, Pradip Kr. Choudhury.  

4. PW.4, Brojomon Johari. 

5. PW.5, Pradip Johari. 

6. PW.6, Samapta Roy, the informant. 

7. PW.7, Goponjoy Thaosen. 

8. PW.8, Rinjen Langthasa. 

9. PW.9, Arup Chersa & 

10. PW.10, ASI L. Bishuk Singha, the IO. 

 

2. Witness for Defence 

NIL 

 

3. Court Witnesses 

NIL 

 

4. Prosecution Exhibits 

1. Ext.1 is the seizure list. 

2. Ext.1(1) is the signature of Brojomon Johori. 

3. Ext.1(2) is the signature of Pradip Johari. 

4. Ext.1(3) is the signature of ASI L. Bishuk Singha, the IO. 

5. Ext.2 is the FIR. 

6. Ext.2(1) is the signature of Samapta Roy, the informant. 

7. Ext.3 is the Seizure List. 

8. Ext.3(1) is the signature of Goponjoy Thaosen. 

9. Ext.3(2) is the signature of Rinjen Langthasa. 

10. Ext.3(3) is the signature of ASI L. Bishuk Singha, the IO. 

11. Ext.4 is the seizure list. 

12. Ext.4(1) is the signature of Arup Chersa. 

13. Ext.4(2) is the signature of ASI L. Bishuk Singha, the IO 

 

5. Defence Exhibits 

NIL 

 

6. Court Exhibits 

NIL 

 

 

               Jafar Md. Azizul Karim Tapadar 

                                                                Sub-Divisional Judicial Magistrate, Dima Hasao. 
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ORDER 

Date:  

21/08/19 Accused person Moton Langthasa & Monjit Johari are present. 

In light of the above discussion, observation, and the reasons, 

conclusion drawn in the judgment is that, prosecution has failed to 

prove the guilt of the accused persons Moton Langthasa & Monjit 

Johari as alleged U/S. 392/458/34 of IPC beyond reasonable 

doubt.  

 

Thus the accused persons Moton Langthasa & Monjit Johari are 

acquitted from the charges of offence punishable under section U/S. 

392/458/34 of IPC and are set at liberty forthwith. 

 

Bail bond shall remain in force for next 6 months. 

 

Judgement is pronounced and delivered in open court, under my hand 

and seal of this Court on the 21st Day of August, 2019. 

 

Case is disposed of accordingly.                   

               

 

                           S.D.J.M. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


